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20’s
 Starting point of ones career. Risk 

Appetite is very high and very 
aggressive.

30’s
Career is on course, focus is on meeting 

financial goals. Risk appetite is high 
and aggressive.

40’s
Crucial family responsibilities such as 
taking care of dependent parents. Risk 

appetite is medium and moderately 
aggressive. 

50’s
Pre – retirement stage. An investment 

plan needs to be in position. Risk 
appetite is low and moderate.

60’s
Retired life, which calls for a robust 

financial plan to maintain a satisfactory 
and meet expenses. Risk appetite is 
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Brief Headlines
Wipro | The software services provider is expected to report revenue growth 

within its given guidance for the quarter ended December 2020 driven by large 

deals wins. Key things to watch out for would be Q4 guidance; execution of past 

large deals; the outcome of annual budgeting cycle of clients and its implications 

for Wipro; large deal pipeline and pace of decision making; demand 

commentaries of key verticals; and exits and new hires resulting from the change 

in the organization structure.

Hero MotoCorp | The company appointed new distributor partners in Nicaragua & 

Honduras, in Central America.

Tata Elxsi | The company reported sharply higher profit at Rs 105 crore in Q3FY21 

against Rs 78.8 crore, revenue rose to Rs 477.1 crore from Rs 430.2 crore QoQ.

Bharti Airtel | The company received approvals for its relevant downstream 

investments and is initiating process to revise foreign investment limit to 100 

percent with immediate effect. It informed NSDL to monitor overall FDI Llimit at 

100 percent.

Tech Mahindra | The company will buy entire stake in Payments Technology for $9 

million.

Tata Motors | Global wholesale numbers increased 37 percent QoQ and 1 percent 

year-on-year to 2.78 lakh units in Q3FY21.

Bharat Rasayan | The board approved the proposal of buyback of 2.2 percent 

shares at Rs 11,500 per share.

V2 Retail | Bennett Coleman & Co Ltd sold 1,81,823 equity shares in the company 

at Rs 98 per share on the NSE.

Vikas Multicorp | The company reported Q3FY21 profit at Rs 6.62 lakh against Rs 

113.43 lakh in Q3FY20, revenue fell to Rs 9.43 crore from Rs 47.1 crore YoY. The 

board approved an initial investment up to Rs 35 crore for pharmaceutical and 

healthcare business, and also in principally approved the acquisition of Advik 

Laboratories.

HPL Electric & Power | The company reported higher profit at Rs 8.39 crore in 

Q3FY21 against Rs 6.7 crore in Q3FY20, revenue fell to Rs 243.98 crore from Rs 

244.13 crore YoY.

DEMYSTIFYING VALUE INVESTING

  by Nitin Shahi

In the last few articles we 
were discussing the different 
criterion to select a stock and 
w e  a l s o  d i s c u s s e d  t h e 
importance of understanding 
t h e  c o re  m a n a g e m e n t , 
competitive advantage of 
b u s i n e s s  a n d  o t h e r 
qualitative aspects while 
studying and selecting a stock.
Now we come to a very important 
aspect of calculating if the stock is over 
valued or under valued, for this we 
would discuss the concept of intrinsic 
value of the stock. We need to 
understand if the stock is trading at say 
Rs. 500 what is its intrinsic value, if the 
intrinsic value is greater than the 
market price we can say the stock is 
under priced and one should invest in 
the stock, if it intrinsic value is less than 
500 we can understand that stock is 
overpr iced  and  be  caut ious  in 
investing.
Intrinsic value
 An objective value derived out of 
fundamental analysis of any object, 

asset, financial contract is 
intrinsic value. Analysts build 
different financial models to 
understand the intrinsic 
value of a business and the 
difference between the 
intrinsic value and market 
value of business is market 
opportunity.

There  are  d i f ferent  models  of 
calculating the intrinsic value available 
which are mentioned below
• Dividend discount model
• Residual income model
• Discounted cash flow model
The discounted cash flow model is 
mostly widely used model and will 
discuss in details in the subsequent 
articles.
Dividend discount model
 In this model the accrued cash value is 
discounted at today’s present value. 
The dividend discount model (DDM) is 
a quantitative method used for 
predicting the price of a company's 
stock based on the theory that its 
present-day price is worth the sum of 

all of its future dividend payments 
when discounted back to their present 
value.
The investor gets return either in form 
of dividend or in form of increase in the 
stock price. In dividend discount model 
the value of cash dividend to be 
received in future is discounted to its 
net  present  va lue,  formula  for 
calculating is 
Intrinsic Value = Expected dividend 
per share 
 cost of capital - div. Growth rate
This formula is applicable only on 
those companies which give regular 
dividends and it is assumed that the 
value of dividend per share is either 
fixed or can be calculated.
This formula can not be used to new 
companies or companies which are not 
cash rich as they do not pay dividends. 
Also those companies which reinvest 
the profits in growth of business can 
not be assessed using this model.
Residual income valuation
This model of valuation the stock of a 
company is a method that is based on 

the idea that the value of a company’s 
stock equals to present value of future 
residual  incomes discounted at 
appropriate cost of equity.
This method is suitable for those 
companies which do not give dividends 
to shareholders but the profits are 
reinvested in the growth of companies 
or the companies which are new and 
are growing. 
These models look at the economic 
profitability of a firm rather than just its 
accounting profitability.
BV=Current  book  va lue  of  the 
company’s equity
RI= residual income at point tr = cost of 
equity

The res idual  income valuat ion 
approach is a viable and increasingly 
popular method of valuation and can 
be implemented rather easily by even 
novice investors. 

Bliss GVS Pharma | LTS Investment Fund acquired 5.2 lakh equity shares in the 
company at Rs 207 per share on the NSE.
Seacoast Shipping Services | The board has approved a fund raising of up to Rs 35 
crore, through a Rights issue to the eligible equity shareholders of the company.
India Glycols | India Ratings affirmed the company's long-term issuer rating as 'A-' 
and the Outlook is stable.
Nirmitee Robotics India | The company is going to provide AC duct cleaning 
services at India's Largest Hydroelectric power station i.e., Koyna Hydroelectric 
power project.
State Bank of India | MFs reduced stake in the bank to 12.72 percent in the 
December quarter from 12.95 percent in the September quarter. LIC also lowered 
shareholding to 9.74 percent from 10 percent in same periods, while FPIs raised 
stake to 9.82 percent from 7.75 percent in same period.
PNC Infratech | ICICI Prudential Mutual Fund increased stake in the company to 
5.05 percent from 4.98 percent earlier.
GMR Infrastructure | Promoter entity GMR Business and Consultancy LLP 
released pledge on 0.22 percent equity and GMR Enterprises on 1.21 percent 
equity.
Emami | Promoter entities Suntrack Commerce Pvt Ltd and Bhanu Vyapaar Pvt 
Ltd released pledge on 0.44 percent and 0.45 percent equity shares, respectively.
Filatex India | The company reported sharply higher profit at Rs 66.04 crore in 
Q3FY21 against Rs 18.57 crore in Q3FY20, revenue declined to Rs 721.59 crore 
from Rs 737.73 crore YoY.
Sterlite Technologies | LIC increased stake in the company to 2.97 percent in 
December quarter, from 1.22 percent in September quarter.
Alkem Laboratories | LIC increased stake in the company to 3.42 percent in 
December quarter from 2.27 percent in September quarter, but HDFC Life 
Insurance Company's name did not appear in December quarter, which had held 
1.07 percent stake in the company in September quarter.
Results today | Infosys, Wipro, 5paisa Capital, Amtek Auto, Asian Tea & Exports, 
CESC, Capital Trade Links, GTPL Hathway, Mideast (India) and Rajoo Engineers will 
announce their quarterly earnings on January 13.
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The parameters used would help us get 
an insight on the stocks and would also 
provide indication for the stocks we could 
invest in.  

Moving on, let us take an example of a 
stock with second highest market cap on 
position no.2 TATA STEEL. While deciding to 
invest in any stock for a certain period of 
time fundamentals of a stock play a big role 
in. As we can see we notice apart from 
qualifying in the parameters above the ROE 
for this stock is -0.89 , ROCE = 5.49 and ROA = 
-0.32. Yes, it is true that some returns may 
be negative but looking at the overall 
scenario of the stock and keeping in mind 
the turnaround the stock returns are 
expected to turn positive and company will 
take its returns to the higher side explained 
in next Para. 

Furthermore, while ROE and ROA are 
negative but at the same time the profits in 

the last quarter are on a much positive side 
standing at 1621.91 (as shown in table). This 
shows that the company portrayed healthy 
profits which would simultaneously in near 
future help company recover well and get all 
the parameters on the positive side. This is 
the major reason why this stock comes with 
a good opportunity to invest your money in 
and potential gains are being seen in this 
stock in the future. It could be said the 
company has begun its path towards 
positive returns and in the coming time the 
company is expected to perform in a 
uniform manner and get profits for its 
investors. 

In addition to, let us take an example of 

the least market cap in this 
stock segment DCW. Every 
Stock comes with its own 
classifications. The following 
stock is smallest in its market 
cap with returns currently being 

much lower, such as ROCE = 5.28 and ROE = -
3.97 which is on the similar lines with the 
stock discussed before this. One thing to be 
noticed here is that there is vast difference 
in the market caps of both the stocks but 
both of them had a turnaround recently in 
terms of profits. As mentioned earlier, each 
stock is different in its own way and they 
have to be studied differently. ROE turns out 
to be negative with PAT latest quarter 
standing at 0.96. We can figure out that this 
is just the beginning for the stock post 
coming into profits, and in future returns are 
also expected to arise in the favour of the 
company as profits would gradually 
increase, all the other returns would stand 

in support of the company. It could be seen 
that the stock is definitely not at its 
maximum at the moment and can reach 
greater heights in terms of market cap and 
overall valuations. Due to the generation of 
the profits, the subsequent stock also 
happens to be a good stock for investment 
due to its overall structure. As a result every 
stock comes with it its own pros and cons 
and one should study each stock in their 
own fundamental detailed way.

Lastly, this report can be a useful tool for 
many investors who are looking for short 
term ideas and if calculated specifically also 
large term investments. These stocks have 
potential to grow large in their profit growth 
and in terms of size, returns and its share 
price. Therefore, the following parameters 
should be studied in detail for all these 
stocks and depending on individual 
conclusions money could be invested based 
on your portfolio and risk profile.

Derivative Analysis 

Derivatives are securities that derive their 
value form an underlying asset. Most common 
form of derivatives are future contracts.

Open interest refers to total number of 
outstanding derivatives contracts that have not 
been settled. For every buyer of a future 
contract there must be a seller. If a bought 
contract is not sold then it is considered open. 

When options have large open interest, it 
indicates it has large number of buyers and 
sellers. 

From the table above let us take an example 
of PNB. The contract of PNB stands with an 
open interest of 9,248,000 which portray huge 
momentum and many players in the contract. 
The increase from the previous day in OI is 

5.96%. One of the indicators to invest in 
contracts is when there is an increase in open 
interest with an increase in price which 
indicates a possibility for price of the contract 
to grow further in the coming days and could be 
a good trading bet for short term. 

In addition to, price of PNB has been on a 
rise for past 4 days from 35.50 to 37, which 

means that both price and open interest are in 
a similar upwards positive direction and have 
prospective to be promoted even further.

This is one of the indicators to be studied 
and in the same way all the options cans be 
analysed first and depending on results money 
c o u l d  b e  i nve ste d  a s  p e r  i n d i v i d u a l 
requirement.  
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Chart Setup

IOC Stock has given a fresh breakout above levels of 99-100 . Stock is in bullish trend 
till it stays above levels of 100 . Buy at 101-102 ,Place sl at 97 for 

the targets of 110-112

Vardhman Acrylics  Trendline breakout observed in Vardhman Acrylic with base near 
levels of 37.50-38 . Buy this stock for medium term at 41-42 levels 

with Sl placed at 36 for theTargets of 55-60

Vardhman Acrylics 

Torrent Pharma SAIL

Torrent Pharma Stock is making a rising wedge pattern and its a short term sell. Sell this 
stock around 2780-2800 with Sl at 2850 for the targets of 2650-2600

SAIL Stock has made double top around levels of 79-80 and is expected to be 
short term resistance . Sel near 75 levels , Sl will be above resistance 

around 80.50 for the targets of 68-65

IOC

IPO Opening Date

Jan 18, 2021

IPO Closing Date

Jan 20, 2021

IPO Price

25 to 26 per equity share
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